Caleb Logan
Political Science Department 2020 Collins Award Winner

Caleb is the type of student we all want to teach. He is prepared, engaged, and bright. In addition to being a very good student, he is a dedicated and distinguished member of the SLU track team. In the classroom, what really distinguishes Caleb is the quality of his contributions to class discussions. You can see on his face that he has something to say, but he waits a split second to make sure he has just the right words to make his point clearly and concisely. The resulting remark is spot-on. When engaging with his classmates, Caleb always finds a way to phrase his arguments productively and politely without yielding any ground on accuracy. We have no doubt Caleb will go on to do great things beyond the classroom! Beginning in the fall, Caleb will be attending law school at Washington University, and we are certain that his future clients will receive excellent representation.